
CHAPTER ONE

Ignition

Ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, three, two, one

and... the floor. Junior engineer Victoria finally let go of the

ladder and pulled a palm light out of the back pocket of her

jump suit trousers. Surveying the area, a simple corridor just

under a meter wide, with a panelled wall on one side and open

power conduits on the other, she cursed the tiny vessel's

designer for making the walkways so cramped. With her back to

the bulkhead and the torch illuminating the way ahead, Vicki

shuffled along slowly, carefully avoiding the power lines

opposite her. At eighty meters long, Home Free was short

compared to some of her rival freighters, but her belly bulged

out to the sides to contain four large cargo bays. With the

exception of the bays and main engine section, Home Free and

other ships of her Colombo -class had six decks. The upper two

were for crew cabins and essentials such as a medical bay,
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kitchen and storeroom, the third deck was for main engineering

and the various tubes used to flow fuel to the engines. Deck

five was uninhabited and held the power reactor and gravity

generator, and deck six held the landing gear.

Vicki was working on deck four, a deck which was only

visited when all other options had been exhausted. General

knowledge of the fourth deck was that it was only support beams

and struts to help keep the ship together. In actuality, deck

four was the lifeline of the freighter, containing the air

recycling system and the computer system core. The corridor

Vicki was moving along spanned from bow to stern, and it served

both purposes of the deck. Nicknamed the Northwest Passage, the

corridor pumped air slowly from the recycler along the ship to

the arterial tubes which carried the air to the decks above. The

air would be warmed when breathed out by the crew, and

convection funnelled it into ceiling pumps and down into the

recyclers, continuing the circuit. As a result, the cold air

kept the shipboard temperature around eleven degrees Celsius;

making the Earth seem remarkably warm when the crew returned

home.

Vicki kept shuffling until she reached the primary power

junction. A power overload had fused the relay several hours ago

and since then Vicki had been trying to reroute power through

the secondary junction. Having completed that, she now had to

inspect and repair the primary relay. Thick bundles of fibre
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optic cabling bound together in black rubber looked as though

they had been injected randomly into the control box. Putting

her palm light to rest on top of the junction, Vicki pulled out

a handheld computer from her pocket and fed a loose cable from

the control box into the tiny computer's input socket. The small

screen sprang to life as the connection was established. Setting

the computer to run a diagnostic on the junction, Vicki used her

ear-comm to report the repair status to the captain on the

Bridge. Once her computer beeped she ran the repair program

which would automatically recalibrate the power transformer

settings. Realising that the automatic repairs would take

several hours, Vicki left the computer where it was and returned

slowly to the ladder. She had climbed two rungs when the

freighter shook violently. Home Free was under attack.

#

Pirates! "Broadcast a distress call on all frequencies, I

want the Ranger here now! Menezes, evade their fire; Kirsty,

power the magnetic generator and deflect those bullets." As the

pirate vessel swept in front of the Bridge window, the Captain

held down a comm. button on her console, "Vicki, the chief is

down, I want a damage report!"

Two decks down, Vicki scrambled over the Engineering room,

redistributing power around the damaged sections. Glancing at

the status monitor on the main wall console, the engineer tapped

her ear-comm, "Engines one through four are offline, probably
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destroyed; five is under fire. One more hit and we're dead in

the water." Dashing to the console, she slapped off a warning

light that had begun to strobe, "Shit! We're leaking engine

coolant into space!"

"What about the AM drive?"

She quickly checked Anti-Matter control board, flicking

some of the power switches on and off, waiting for some effect.

"Sorry Captain, the Arms have been damaged, we'd only blow

ourselves up if we tried." The antimatter containment ball stood

empty in the middle of the room, its lead shell an ugly sight

against the brushed aluminium background. The status monitor

showed that the Arms, exhaust tubes that channelled the

antimatter out through the rear of the ship to provide massive

thrust, had indeed been almost destroyed. As suddenly as it had

begun, the shooting stopped. Vicki spent the next few seconds

trying to manipulate the remaining engine before a heavy thud

reverberated through the deck plates. "Captain, we're being

boarded."

#

"What would your girlfriend think if she knew about this?"

Stephanie Pearson rocked carefully in her chair, the steel legs

clacking on the deck plates of the mess room. Her hair, black

with fading red colouring, was tied up in a ponytail and swung

freely in the eighty-six percent Earth standard gravity. Her
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two-card hand lay face down next to a stack of multi-coloured

plastic poker chips on the camping-style table. Sitting

opposite, Jason Mackenzie was staring at his own hand and the

upturned river of cards. "Jason?"

The executive officer rolled his dark brown eyes and threw

the last of his chips into the pile. "She broke up with me. I

got the letter this morning. Pair of nines." He let the cards

slip onto the table.

Stephanie settled her chair. "'Let's be friends?' Full

house."

"Something like that."

Stephanie stretched her arm over the table. "Hand them

over."

Jason was surprised, before realising that he knew her well

enough to have expected this. "No sympathy? I've just been

dumped, my heart ripped from my chest, left to rot in the cold

expanse of space," Jason said whilst making a mock sad face.

Stephanie chuckled. "Hell no, Boss. I've gotten to know you

well enough to know that you saw this coming, and that you

could've stopped it. And you could get back with her if you

tried except..."

"That I also know her reasons and I agree with them. I

wasn't on Earth with her; I'm too focused on what I want to do

with my life."

Stephanie stood and looked down at her friend. "Exactly.
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Now, boxers mister. You lose again."

Sighing, Jason tucked his thumbs into the waist band before

Stephanie's polite cough stopped him.

"Standing I think."

Jason stood reluctantly and repositioned his thumbs.

"You're evil, you know that right." The ship shuddered suddenly.

Jason gave his friend a querying look. "Attack?" He asked as he

picked his clothes up from the floor.

"No," replied the engineer and Jason she was feeling the

rumblings in the ship. "Worse."

#

Jason raced onto the tiny bridge. Captain Reynolds, who

both owned and ran the Bold Horizons freighter, sat in the

centre seat atop a raised platform that allowed him full view of

each of the five bridge crewmembers and their stations. In his

hand he held an outdated command interface pad, indicative of

the years of service both ship and commander had behind them.

Horizons was the fifth Colombo-class freighter ever built, and

the current captain only her second commander. Such pads had

long since been replaced by a fold away display on command

chairs such as those on the new Leonov –class SpaceScope patrol

ships.

"We've blown an engine coolant tank," Jason announced.

Reynolds looked away from the small terminal. "I can see

that. I'm going below to help Pearson, you have the bridge
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Mackenzie."

Jason moved the block the captain's exit. "Sir, in an

emergency the captain's place is in command. I can help her..."

Reynolds smiled and shook his head. "Jason, never ask your

crew of anything you're not prepared to do yourself. Besides,"

he patted the arm rest of his chair. "She's my ship; I have to

take care of her." The captain ducked through the hatchways and

ran towards the engine deck.

Jason settled into the chair and turned towards the

communications station. "Find the closest SpaceScope patrol ship

and request assistance, I want them on hand in case we lose

containment."

#

Stephanie checked the pressure gauge for the number two

engine and cursed aloud.

"Never swear at a lady, Steph." Reynolds jumped the last

couple of steps down to where the engineer was busy at work.

"Especially when they're not feeling well. What's the pressure?"

"Three times safety levels, I'm surprised we haven't blown

this engine either." Steph unwound a release valve, the last of

three that controlled plasma flow to this particular engine.

Reynolds checked the number one engine gauge and swore

himself. "We must have run into dust and clogged the exhaust,

I'm going to EVA to clear it."

The captain was in a spacesuit within a few minutes, and
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outside the ship quickly after. His heavy breathing crackled

over the radio channel, breaking the waiting silence inside the

ship. "Christ Pearson, how did this much crap build up so

quickly?"

Stephanie kept an eye on the captain on a wall monitor,

watching the feed from one of the hull cameras. "We didn't

exactly get a lot of downtime last time where were in dock," she

said half-sarcastically. "There must have been a pocket of dust

already inside the vent when we left Earth."

"Hear that Mackenzie? Always listen to your engineer when

they say they need maintenance time."

Jason smirked at the advice. "I'll remember that one. How

long until you get it cleared? I don't like you being outside."

"No idea. We've never had a blockage this bad. Steph, you

wanna talk me through this?"

The engineer clicked her fingers rapidly as she thought

about the problem. "You're going to have to take off the vent

mesh and we'll try a blow-out."

Everyone heard the captain sigh. "I'm unscrewing it now."

Stephanie switched off all the engines completely and

waited for the captain to finish his part of the work. Outside,

Reynolds pocketed the last of the screws into his suit pocket

and grabbed hold of the mesh grill. "Steph, I'm going to give

myself a short burst on the retro thrusters, keep track of me."

A second later, his EVA chair let out a short burst of gas, and
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captain and grill began moving away from the ship. Releasing the

grill, the captain guided his unit back to the hull and secured

a cable to one of the many fastening hooks dotted around. "I'm

clear of the grill."

A few dozen meters below him, Stephanie got to work. "I'm

bringing the engine back up to full. The pressure should push

the blockage into space." The pressure bars began rising once

again, rushing past the red line. "Anything?"

Reynolds carefully peered into the exhaust. The thick grey

and brown pate was stubbornly refusing to move. "Nothing. How

about I use one of my spare thruster packs and ignite it inside

the blockage?" 

Steph took a moment. "That would clear it, but you're

taking a big risk. I'm shutting the engine down again."

Outside, the captain unbuckled himself from the thruster

cradle and began removing one of the gas canisters.

Stephanie banged the pressure gauge repeatedly. "Captain,

the engine isn't shutting down again, the pressure's still

building."

"What's wrong with it? Scrap that, how long until it

blows?"

The deck plates started vibrating violently. "A minute,

maybe two."

Reynolds grabbed the canisters with one hand and pulled

himself into the exhaust with his other. "Come on Horizons,
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don't let me down." He pushed the canister into the muck a few

centimetres with his hand. Flipping over in the null gravity,

the captain braced himself against the sides of the pipe and

pushed with both feet, feeling relieved as he felt the canister

sink into the debris. Feeling the ship shake as he pulled

himself out, he screamed down the radio "I'm blowing the tank."

Jason was watching the monitor and the captain hit the

remote on his suit's arm just as he noticed the cradle just off

camera, anchored a few meters away from its user. "Wait, the

cradle!"

Inside the vent, the canister released its gas in a single

burst, driving a hole through the dust back into the exhaust.

With a tunnel to follow, the pressurised engine coolant burst

through, throwing the blockage into space. On the rim of the

vent, the captain smiled as he watched his task complete.

"...cradle!" The EVA cradle smashed into the captain's back,

throwing him into space as well. Still tethered, the cradle

began spinning around in circles.

On the bridge, Jason stood up and fiddled with the monitor.

"Come on come on come on." Eventually the screen turned to the

spacesuit's life support readings. The steady beeps of Reynolds'

heartbeat slowed to a painful silence.

<<<<>>>>


